Acupuncture for posttraumatic stress disorder – A randomized controlled pilot trial
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Acupuncture for Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
A Randomized Controlled Pilot Trial
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Abstract: The purpose of the study was to evaluate the potential efficacy and acceptability of acupuncture for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). People diagnosed with PTSD were randomized to either an empirically developed acupuncture treatment (ACU), a group cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT), or a wait-list control (WLC). The primary outcome measure was self-reported PTSD symptoms at baseline, end treatment, and 3-month follow-up. Repeated measures MANOVA was used to detect predicted Group X Time effects in both intent-to-treat (ITT) and treatment completion models. Compared with the WLC condition in the ITT model, acupuncture provided large treatment effects for PTSD (F [1, 46] = 12.60; p < 0.01; Cohen’s d = 1.29), similar in magnitude to group CBT (F [1, 47] = 12.45; p < 0.01; d = 1.42) (ACU vs. CBT, d = 0.29). Symptom reductions at end treatment were maintained at 3-month follow-up for both interventions. Acupuncture may be an efficacious and acceptable nonexposure treatment option for PTSD. Larger trials with additional controls and methods are warranted to replicate and extend these findings.
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Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has been used to treat mental illness since 1100 BC (Hoizey and Hoizey, 1993; Liu, 1981), yet there are no extant clinical or research models in contemporary psychiatry for using acupuncture to treat posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). A few preliminary clinical studies utilizing various designs and clinical methods have, however, reported reductions in anxiety. For example, in an open pre/postclinical trial of 18 anxious adults with concomitant insomnia, 10 weekly sessions utilizing clinically indicated acupuncture points significantly diminished state and trait anxiety symptoms, improved sleep, and increased urinary melatonin levels (Spence et al., 2004). A study randomizing 43 subjects with minor depression and 13 subjects with generalized anxiety disorder to either verum acupuncture (classical needle points) or placebo acupuncture demonstrated significant effects on a Clinical Global Impresssion Score, the Hamilton Anxiety Score, and on clinical response rates for verum but not for placebo acupuncture (Eich et al., 2000). In a study comparing the use of any of 2 of 4 acupuncture methods (all provided 30 total sessions in 5 weeks) to a 4-week flexible dose of doxepin HCl for treating anxiety neurosis as defined by the China Criteria for Classification and Diagnosis of Mental Diseases, Hong et al. (2003) found that 72% were either cured or markedly improved in the acupuncture group, which was not significantly different from the 65% in the doxepin group. There is a larger literature of the positive effects of acupuncture for treating depression (Allen et al., 1998; Blitzter et al., 2004; Eich et al., 2000; Han et al., 2004; Luo et al., 1998; Manber et al., 2004; Ng, 1999; Roschke et al., 2000; Schnyer and Allen, 2001; Yang et al., 1994) and insomnia (Montakab, 1999; Phillips and Skelton, 2001; Sok et al., 2003; Spence et al., 2004), two symptoms within diagnostic groups that are highly comorbhid with PTSD (Breslau et al., 2000; Krakow et al., 2001; Neria and Bromet, 2000).

The effects of acupuncture are mediated in part by the autonomic nervous system and prefrontal and limbic brain structures, neurological systems that are involved in the pathophysiology of PTSD (Cannistraro and Rauch, 2003; Shen, 2001). The generally sympathoinhibitory effects of acupuncture in animals (Middlekauff et al., 2001) and humans - dependent on needle location and acupuncture type (Haker et al., 2000; Knardahl et al., 1998; Mori et al., 2000; Sugiyama et al., 1995) – may be mediated largely through neurotransmitter systems in an opioid-dependent manner (Chao et al., 1999; Han et al., 1999). The opioid system is hypothesized to be aberrant in anxiety disorders (Sher, 1998). Manual acupuncture causes a broad matrix of central neurological responses involving the amygdala, hippocampus, hypothalamus, cerebellum, basal ganglia, anterior cingulate, insula, and other limbic structures, as seen on functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), positron emission to-
mography (PET) and EEG (reviewed in Napadow et al., 2005). In both animals and humans the response in various CNS targets are dependent on the type of acupuncture and the frequency of stimulation in the case of electroacupuncture (Hui et al., 2000; Kong et al., 2002; Napadow et al., 2005).

This literature provides theoretical reasons to believe that acupuncture may be effective for PTSD. We conducted a pilot study which had 2 aims: (1) to develop a TCM-acupuncture diagnostic and treatment protocol for PTSD, and (2) to evaluate the potential efficacy of acupuncture for treating PTSD in a randomized controlled trial (RCT). The development of the acupuncture protocol is briefly described below and is characterized in detail in a separate report (Sinclair-Lian et al., 2006). Our design to evaluate the potential efficacy of acupuncture for PTSD in this pilot RCT included a no-treatment wait-list group to control for the natural history of PTSD in the recruited population and a standard treatment control for testing relative intervention efficacy.

There are a number of effective interventions for PTSD that could serve as an appropriate standard treatment control. These include cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) (reviewed in Ehlers et al., 2005), eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (reviewed in Bradley et al., 2005), group imagery rehearsal therapy (Krakow et al., 2001), and various pharmacological therapies as monotherapy or combined with CBT (reviewed in Hollifield et al., 2006). Although trauma-focused CBT produces large treatment effects (Cohen’s $d = 1.0–1.6$) (Ehlers et al., 2005; Foa, 1998; Foa et al., 1999; Resick et al., 2002), it also has limitations, such as nonengagement in treatment and high withdrawal rates (Blanchard et al., 2003; Bryant et al., 2003; Resick et al., 2002; Schnurr et al., 2003; Van Etten and Taylor, 1998), a higher risk of becoming more symptomatic (Tarrier et al., 1999), and the reluctance of many with PTSD to use trauma-focused therapy in clinical practice (Foy et al., 1996; Glynn et al., 1999; Scott and Stradling, 1997). Interventions that minimize exposure to trauma content such as imagery rehearsal therapy (IRT) and stress inoculation training (SIT) are also efficacious for PTSD. A pilot study of IRT in Australian combat veterans and an RCT of group IRT in sexual assault survivors both reported large treatment effects for PTSD symptoms (intent-to-treat $d = 0.80$ and 1.00, respectively) (Forbes et al., 2003; Krakow et al., 2001). Likewise, SIT has shown large treatment effects for symptoms of PTSD (intent-to-treat $d = 0.85$) (Foa et al., 1999).

A recent review reported that group interventions for PTSD are efficacious compared with wait list or other “usual care” options (four studies reported a mean standardized mean difference of $-0.72$ compared with wait list or usual care; Bisson and Andrew, 2005). The largest study of group CBT did not include a nontreatment control group and showed that trauma focused and nontrauma focused group therapy had similar effects on PTSD (Schnurr et al., 2003). Although collective data currently favor individual trauma-focused therapy as more effective, they do not allow definitive conclusions about whether trauma-focused therapy is better than nontrauma focused therapy, or whether individual therapy is better than group therapy for PTSD. In light of these data, an evidence-based group CBT that uses yet minimizes trauma-focus was chosen as the standard treatment control for this pilot trial. Possible limitations of this design and the fact that some standard elements of a definitive trial were appropriately not implemented in this pilot study (e.g., multiple therapists and study sites; use of pre/postclinician-rated interviews; treatment fidelity assessments) are further detailed in the discussion. Our primary hypothesis was that acupuncture would significantly diminish PTSD symptoms with effect sizes larger than a wait-list control and similar in magnitude to that produced by group CBT.

**METHODS**

**Design**

This prospective pilot RCT compared the efficacy of an experimental acupuncture treatment to a group CBT treatment control and to a wait-list control (WLC). Individual acupuncture sessions were conducted twice a week for one hour, and group CBT was conducted once a week for 2 hours. Both interventions thus consisted of 24 hours of therapy over 12 weeks with at least 15 min/d of home-based therapy. At 3-month follow-up, maintenance of treatment effects was assessed. Wait-list participants were in contact with the study team only at the assessment periods unless an acute symptom required evaluation, and they were provided either a study treatment by the investigators or were given referrals for treatment at the end of their participation. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at the University of New Mexico School of Medicine (UNM), and all participants provided written documentation of informed consent. A data and safety monitoring committee reviewed data management and interim analyses every 3 months during active treatment to ensure data fidelity and participant safety. Participants were enrolled between March 2003 and April 2004. Funding agency personnel had no role in the design, collection, analysis, or interpretation of data, or in writing this report.

**Participants, Recruitment, and Randomization**

Determination of sample size was predicated on the demonstrated effects of CBT for PTSD, detailed in the introduction. Because we were utilizing group CBT, we predicted a conservative, moderately large effect (i.e., Cohen’s $d = 0.80$), which is on the low end of effect sizes observed in treatment studies for PTSD. With twenty-five participants per group, power is 0.88 to detect a moderately large treatment effect between active and wait-list conditions at alpha of 0.05. A sample of 90 to be randomized to the 3 study groups was planned; 30 per study group to allow for possible withdrawals.

Recruitment was initiated by posting flyers, distributing brochures to clinicians, and by ads in local media. Advertisements defined PTSD and stated that we were recruiting for a nonmedication treatment study for PTSD. Sources of recruitment were posted flyers (43%), other media (29%), UNM clinics and physicians (14%), professional contacts of the research team (5%), participants’ word of mouth (4%), community agencies and therapists (2%), and unknown (3%).
A two-stage screening process was used. People with PTSD symptoms and a Posttraumatic Symptom Scale-Self Report (PSS-SR) score of ≥16 were invited for an interview. Eligibility criteria were: (1) DSM-IV diagnosis of PTSD before randomization made by the study principal investigator (M.H.) using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (First et al., 2001), (2) a commitment to accept randomization, (3) no active substance abuse or psychosis, and (4) no current active treatment specifically for PTSD. Participants could be in supportive therapy or taking medication for another psychiatric disorder such as depression if the current treatment was stable for ≥3 months and was not anticipated to be changed during the study. Early life trauma, multiple traumatic experiences, or comorbid illness other than psychosis or substance abuse were not exclusions. Traumatic experiences occurred before age 12 in 62% and between age 12 and 17 in 21% of the 84 recruited participants. Thus, 17% of participants experienced trauma only as an adult. Thirty-two (38%) reported experiencing ≥3 events and 28 (33%) identified ≥5 years of ongoing childhood abuse. Those excluded were offered a referral list of treatment sources. All participants were also evaluated by a coinvestigator (N.L.) for TCM diagnosis before randomization to describe TCM diagnoses for PTSD (Sinclair-Lian et al., 2006) and to determine the flexibly prescribed acupuncture points for each participant, further described below in the Interventions section.

Before enrolling participants, 90 study ID numbers were prerrandomized to study group (acupuncture, CBT or WLC) by the research coordinator (RC) using a computerized random numbers procedure without restrictions. When a participant was enrolled, the RC opened the assignment program to reveal the participant’s group assignment. This allocation procedure was concealed from clinicians. Each enrolled participant was then assigned a treatment ID number by the RC (in sequence of assignment to group), which was used on all documents. The master list linking study ID with treatment ID numbers was kept in a locked file accessible only by the RC, concealed from investigators and clinicians.

Interventions

An important feature of this trial is that it was designed to compare individual acupuncture delivered by one practitioner to group CBT delivered by one other therapist to a wait-list condition. The PI or another physician specializing in PTSD and trained in CBT was on-call at all times for study participants. The study acupuncturist (NL) was also available if a participant receiving acupuncture had questions or concerns.

Acupuncture Treatment

“Acupuncture” is a heterogeneous group of procedures and therapies (Campbell, 1998), and in this study refers to a procedure whereby solid needles were placed into rationally chosen points in subcutaneous tissue or muscle for a given period of time with manipulation. Manual acupuncture (needles without electrical stimulation) was provided by a coinvestigator (NS-L), a licensed Doctor of Oriental Medicine in New Mexico with 4 years postgraduate TCM clinical experience. In TCM clinical practice, regardless of the condition being treated, a practitioner addresses the individual constitution of the patient and plans a series of sessions utilizing unique acupuncture points for each patient. This is similar to a psychiatrist who may diagnose 2 patients with PTSD yet use different interventions for each because of varying clinical characteristics. This practice runs counter to the prevailing scientific methodology involved in designing randomized controlled trials. To satisfy what are considered best practices in TCM as well as scientific methodology, we designed this study to include an intervention with standard acupuncture points for all people diagnosed with PTSD, and with a few flexibly prescribed points that may be added dependent on individual patient characteristics. This design is similar to psychopharmacological studies that allow for a dose range with a minimum dose for all who have the study diagnosis or meet entry criteria. The treatment protocol, discussed in detail in a previous report (Sinclair-Lian et al., 2006), was developed in the first phase of this project by combining information from literature searches, a survey of 20 expert TCM practitioners, and TCM diagnostic information collected from 21 people with PTSD before treatment began.

As shown in Table 1, the standard acupuncture point prescription combined front and back treatments to avoid point fatigue (tolerance due to frequent use). The front treatment used 11 needles, bilateral at acupuncture points LR3, PC6, HT7, ST36, SP6, and 1 at Yintang; the back treatment used 14 needles, bilateral at points GB20, and BL14, 15, 18, 20, 21, and 23. There were 15 other points from which up to 3 flexibly prescribed points could be added to the 25 prescribed needles. Different needling techniques for standard points could also be used to address a participant’s specific diagnosis or constitution. Vaccaria seeds, commonly known as “ear seeds,” were placed at Shenmen, Sympathetic, Liver, Kidney, and Lung points, and participants were asked to massage the seeds for 15 min/d to help control symptoms. Vaccaria seeds, the size of mustard-seeds, are taped to the ear at specific points for up to a week and are used as a physical adjunct to acupuncture. At the end of treatment, participants were taught how to place the seeds for symptom management.

Individual treatment sessions were conducted for one hour twice per week, and included a standard TCM interview about symptoms (15–20 minutes), pulse and tongue evaluation (2–5 minutes), needle insertion, manipulation, and retention (25–40 minutes), and ear-seed placement (2 minutes). Viva needles, 34 g, were used for most participants and inserted to a depth of ¼ to ½ in. Needles were manipulated at the beginning of treatment and just before needle removal to tonify or reduce the points appropriate to the diagnosis. For needle-sensitive participants, Seirin 40 g (red) was used. Lifestyle advice was limited and given only in response to direct questions by participants or if a behavior was seriously affecting symptoms related to diagnosis and constitution.

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

The 68-page CBT treatment manual integrates 4 modalities that have direct and theoretical evidence of efficacy...
Sessions 1 through 3 use psychoeducation, behavioral activation, and activity planning, collectively termed “Trajectory and Resource Loss Stabilization.” Participants identify valued resources that have either been lost or are at-risk, and then make plans to engage in activities that will help establish a resource gain cycle. In sessions 4 to 10, participants are taught classic cognitive restructuring (Beck et al., 1979) and imagery rehearsal (Krakow et al., 2001), utilizing material from daily life experiences, much of which is either symbolic or direct trauma content. They are encouraged to also continue behavioral activation and activity planning to regain lost resources. In sessions 10 to 12, participants use classic exposure and desensitization techniques (after Salter, 1949; Wolpe, 1958) while being encouraged to practice earlier session skills. Participants are asked to identify remaining feared or avoided situations, make plans to engage in those situations in the following 6 weeks, and use cognitive restructuring and/or imagery rehearsal as desensitizing reciprocal inhibitors (Wolpe, 1954). All sessions are delivered with a standard approach of agenda setting, education, review of previous sessions and homework, troubleshooting of therapeutic goals and techniques, new technique training, and establishing commitment to engage in at least 15 min/d of homework. Manuals and homework materials are for the participant to use and keep.

Outcome Assessments

Primary and secondary outcomes were assessed by self-report measures at baseline, midtreatment, end treatment, and at one- and three-month follow-up. The RC collected the data, which were concealed from investigator/clinicians. Baseline, end treatment, and 3-month follow-up data are reported.

Primary Outcome

The change in PTSD symptoms on the Posttraumatic Symptom Scale-Self Report (PSS-SR) was the primary outcome measure. The PSS-SR has 17 items that comprise the DSM-IV-TR PTSD diagnostic criteria (Foa et al., 1993). Severity of experiencing each symptom over the past 2 weeks is rated from 0 (not at all) to 3 (very much), and a total severity score is the sum of all items. Scores below 10 are considered mild PTSD, and scores above 20 are severe. The study screening score of \( \frac{1}{10} \text{ of } 1 \text{ is in the upper moderate range.} \\

Cronbach’s alpha for internal consistency is adequate (range 0.80 – 0.91), and one-month test-retest reliability of the overall severity scale is 0.74. Concurrent validity of the PSS-SR for clinical diagnosis has been demonstrated.

Secondary Outcomes

Depression, anxiety, impairment in daily functioning, and satisfaction with care were secondary outcomes. The self-rated Hopkins Symptom Checklist-25 (HSCL-25) (Derogatis et al., 1974; Winokur et al., 1984) was used to assess symptoms of anxiety and depression. The HSCL-25 includes 10 anxiety items and 15 depression items scored on a four-point ordinal severity scale. Scale scores are reported as item averages. The measure has been validated for diagnoses in a general population (Derogatis et al., 1974). The Sheehan Disability Inventory (SDI), used extensively in research, has 3 10-point rating scales that assess impairment in the areas of work, social, and home/family life, and also has
a 5-point global rating scale, which we report here (Sheehan, 1983). Participant satisfaction for those randomized to acupuncture and CBT was assessed at end of treatment using a 10-item rating scale (0 = strongly disagree, 10 = strongly agree), which was developed for this study using expert consensus methods. The satisfaction scale showed good internal consistency ($\alpha = 0.87$) in this population. Retention rates were another measure of treatment satisfaction.

**Data Management and Analyses**

To ensure clinician blinding to outcome data during treatment, the RC was solely responsible for data entry (by study ID number), data verification, and data management. To compare demographic variables by group assignment and treatment status, 9 ethnic groups were collapsed to 4 (white, Hispanic, African American, and Other), age was collapsed to 4 groups (18–25, 26–35, 36–45, and >45), and descriptive and $\chi^2$ statistics were calculated. Repeated measures Group X Time multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to compute 3 planned contrasts to compare each pairwise combination of study groups in both intent-to-treat and treatment completion models. This method was chosen over ANCOVA to focus results on actual changes in baseline versus posttreatment symptom levels and to reveal any degree of randomization error of initial symptom levels in this relatively small sample. Within-group treatment effect sizes (i.e., Cohen’s $d$, the standardized mean difference), calculated as the change from baseline to end of treatment and from baseline to 3-month follow-up (Cohen, 1987), are reported for each study group.

Due to this being a pilot study with a small sample size, we used common methods for imputing missing data rather than applying complex imputation algorithms (Graham et al., 2003; Rubin, 1996). For the intent-to-treat model, last observation carried forward (LOCF) was used for the 12 participants who withdrew after beginning treatment. This conservative approach was used because there was no evidence that PTSD either improved or deteriorated without further treatment in this sample (the wait-list control group showed no change over 12 weeks). Likewise, LOCF was used to impute follow-up data for all wait-list participants and for the 3 participants who completed treatment but missed the 1 and/or 3-month follow-up assessments. For the 4 participants who completed treatment and missed a single assessment between 2 completed assessments, data were imputed on the slope between the known values.

**RESULTS**

**Recruitment, Sample Demographics, and Treatment Satisfaction**

Figure 1 shows the flow of contacts and participant randomization, withdrawal, and completion. Eighty-four participants were randomized, 73 began the protocol, and 61 (73% of those randomized and 84% of those who began the protocol (acupuncture 79% vs. CBT 84% vs. WLC 88%), $X^2[2] = 1.2, p < 0.56$) completed treatment or wait-list assessments. End treatment and 3-month follow-up assessments were obtained for 60 and 58 participants, respectively.

Trial completers showed no reliable differences compared with trial noncompleters on any demographic variables or on any of the clinical outcome variables at baseline. Reasons for withdrawal from treatment are listed at the end of Figure 1. Table 2 shows that there were no reliable differences between assigned groups by gender, age, marital status or education. There were, however, statistically significant differences between assigned groups by ethnicity ($X^2[6] = 14.65, p = 0.02$).

**Primary Outcome: PTSD Symptoms**

**Intent-to-Treat Model**

Repeated measures MANOVA’s (Time [Baseline vs. End-Treatment] X Group [Acupuncture or CBT vs. WLC]) (Table 3) showed the predicted contrasts for the Time X Group interaction effect for Acupuncture versus WLC ($F[1, 46] = 12.60, p < 0.01$) and for CBT versus WLC ($F[1, 47] = 12.45, p < 0.01$). A third contrast comparing Acupuncture to CBT revealed the predicted absence of a Time X Group interaction ($F[1, 47] = 1.16, p = 0.29$), indicating no reliable treatment difference for Acupuncture versus CBT. Shown in Figure 2, simple effects analyses showed that PSS-SR scores declined significantly from baseline to end treatment of both the Acupuncture group ($n = 24$, means $= 31.3$ [10.1] vs. 15.7 [14.0], $p < 0.01$, Cohen’s $d = 1.29$) and the CBT group ($n = 25$, means $= 32.5$ [6.6] vs. 20.0 [10.6], $p < 0.01, d = 1.42$).
but not for the WLC group (n = 24, means = 30.8 [9.5] vs. 27.9 [12.3], NS, d = 0.26). Not shown in the table, 63% (15 of 24 people) in the Acupuncture group, 36% (9 of 25 people) in the CBT group, and 17% (4 of 24 people) in the WLC group had PSS-SR scores below the entry criterion score of 16.

Similar parallel contrasts showed that the reduction of PTSD symptoms for those who received either Acupuncture or CBT was maintained at the 3-month follow-up assessment. PSS-SR scores at 3-months were 15.4 [H11350] vs. 27.9 [H20851] for the Acupuncture group, and 20.97, 6.4 [H11021] for the WLC group (n = 21, means = 29.1 [8.9] vs. 27.5 [12.5], NS, d = 1.95) but not for the WLC group (n = 21, means = 29.1 [8.9] vs. 27.5 [12.5], NS, d = 1.95) but not for the WLC group (n = 21, means = 29.1 [8.9] vs. 27.5 [12.5], NS, d = 0.15). By the end of treatment, 68% (13 of 19 people) in the Acupuncture group, 43% (9 of 21 people) in the CBT group, and 19% (4 of 21 people) in the WLC group had PSS-SR scores below the entry criterion level of 16.

Parallel contrasts also showed that the reduction of PTSD symptoms for those who completed treatment with either Acupuncture or CBT were maintained at the 3-month follow-up assessment (PSS-SR scores of 14.0 [9.9], p < 0.01, d = 1.88 baseline to 3-month for the acupuncture group, and 13.5 [9.5], p < 0.01, d = 2.28 for the CBT group). At 3-months, 68% (n = 13 in the Acupuncture group remained below the entry criterion score of 16, whereas 62% (n = 13) in the CBT group were below the entry criterion score.

**Secondary Outcomes: Depression, Anxiety, Impairment, and Satisfaction With Care**

Treatment effects for depression, anxiety, and impairment were similar to effects for PTSD, and both treatment groups improved significantly more than the WLC group in both the intent-to-treat (ITT) and the treatment completion model. In the ITT model, shown in Table 3, the Group X Time contrast from baseline to end treatment was significant for comparing Acupuncture versus WLC for depression (d's = 0.83 vs. 0.12, respectively, p < 0.01), anxiety (d's = 1.28 vs. 0.19, p < 0.01), and global impairment scores (d's = 0.75 vs. 0.04, p = 0.01), as well as for comparing CBT versus WLC for depression (d's = 1.08 vs. 0.12, p < 0.01), anxiety (d's = 1.28 vs. 0.19, p < 0.01), and global impairment scores (d's = 0.76 vs. 0.04, p < 0.01). As with PTSD, the contrast of Acupuncture to CBT was not significant for any of these secondary outcomes, indicating similar effects for acupuncture and CBT on all secondary outcomes in the ITT model. Also as with PTSD, contrasts of end treatment means to 3-month follow-up means showed that improvements in depression, anxiety, and global impairment were maintained for both Acupuncture and CBT treatment groups. Thus, simple effects analyses for the secondary outcomes in the ITT model show that treatment group (but not WLC) effect sizes were large from baseline to end treatment and that these treatment effects were maintained 3 months after the end of treatment.

Acupuncture and CBT patients expressed the same level of satisfaction with care on 7 of the 10 items, including the global satisfaction with care item (acupuncture mean rating = 9.2 vs. CBT 9.7 on a 0 to 10 scale where 10 is highest satisfaction, p = 0.11). Participants in the acupuncture group compared with the CBT group more strongly agreed that they felt good about doing what they were supposed to do between treatment sessions (means = 9.20 vs. 8.38, F [1, 39] = 4.31, p = 0.04). Participants in the CBT group more strongly agreed that they understood the reason for the treatment they received (means = 9.90 vs. 9.15, F [1, 39] = 7.03, p = 0.01), and more strongly agreed that their treating clinician helped them understand why the treat-
TABLE 3. Treatment Effects on All Outcomes Using an Intent-to-Treat Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Baseline Mean (SD)</th>
<th>End-Treatment Mean (SD)</th>
<th>3-mo Follow-up Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Cohen’s d Baseline</th>
<th>Cohen’s d Baseline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD (PSS-SR)</td>
<td>ACU (n = 24)</td>
<td>31.33 (10.10)</td>
<td>15.65 (13.95)</td>
<td>15.42 (12.54)</td>
<td>1.29*</td>
<td>1.40*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBT (n = 25)</td>
<td>32.52 (6.63)</td>
<td>20.02 (10.56)</td>
<td>16.68 (12.20)</td>
<td>1.42*</td>
<td>1.61*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLC (n = 24)</td>
<td>30.79 (9.54)</td>
<td>27.92 (12.33)</td>
<td>27.92 (12.33)</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression (HSCL-25)</td>
<td>ACU (n = 24)</td>
<td>2.50 (0.70)</td>
<td>1.89 (0.76)</td>
<td>1.88 (0.75)</td>
<td>0.83*</td>
<td>0.85*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBT (n = 25)</td>
<td>2.63 (0.53)</td>
<td>2.00 (0.63)</td>
<td>1.91 (0.69)</td>
<td>1.08*</td>
<td>1.17*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLC (n = 24)</td>
<td>2.61 (0.65)</td>
<td>2.53 (0.67)</td>
<td>2.53 (0.67)</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety (HSCL-25)</td>
<td>ACU (n = 24)</td>
<td>2.45 (0.57)</td>
<td>1.67 (0.72)</td>
<td>1.66 (0.56)</td>
<td>1.28*</td>
<td>1.40*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBT (n = 25)</td>
<td>2.40 (0.42)</td>
<td>1.78 (0.54)</td>
<td>1.81 (0.61)</td>
<td>1.28*</td>
<td>1.13*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLC (n = 24)</td>
<td>2.26 (0.67)</td>
<td>2.14 (0.61)</td>
<td>2.14 (0.61)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impairment (Sheehan)</td>
<td>ACU (n = 24)</td>
<td>3.78 (0.83)</td>
<td>2.98 (1.26)</td>
<td>2.79 (1.32)</td>
<td>0.75*</td>
<td>0.90*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CBT (n = 25)</td>
<td>4.09 (0.81)</td>
<td>3.30 (1.22)</td>
<td>3.00 (1.29)</td>
<td>0.76*</td>
<td>1.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WLC (n = 24)</td>
<td>4.00 (1.02)</td>
<td>3.96 (1.04)</td>
<td>3.96 (1.04)</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pairwise contrasts from a Group by Time (baseline to end of treatment) repeated measures MANOVA for:

- Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD): (1) ACU vs. CBT model: $F(1, 47) = 1.16; p = 0.29$.
- Depression: (1) ACU vs. CBT model: $F(1, 47) = 0.08; p = 0.77$.
- Anxiety: (1) ACU vs. CBT model: $F(1, 43) = 1.09; p = 0.30$.
- Impairment: (1) ACU vs. CBT model: $F(1, 43) = 0.05; p = 0.83$.

ACU, Acupuncture; CBT, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy; WLC, Wait List Control.

*Univariate simple effect contrasts for time within group are significant at $p < 0.05$. They received might be helpful (means = 9.76 vs. 8.60, $F[1, 39] = 8.62, p < 0.01$). However, both groups expressed high satisfaction on all 10 items.

DISCUSSION

This randomized controlled pilot trial indicates that acupuncture may be efficacious for reducing symptoms of PTSD, depression, anxiety, and impairment in people diagnosed with DSM-IV PTSD. Acupuncture provided treatment effects similar to a group CBT intervention, and both interventions were superior to a wait-list control condition for all outcome measures. Furthermore, treatment effects of both acupuncture and group CBT were maintained for 3 months after the end of treatment. Although the percentage of people who fell below the entry criterion score of ≥16 on the PSS-SR after treatment and follow-up was 63% for acupuncture and 52% for CBT in an intent-to-treat model, another 10% in each intervention group scored between 17 and 20, which is in the “moderate” symptom range. In addition, acupuncture and group CBT were equally acceptable to participants for treating PTSD, although our limited sample size does not allow inferences about participant characteristics that might predict continuation or withdrawal with either acupuncture or group CBT. The type of research design used in this study, which compares real-world treatment options, has considerable potential for informing clinical decision making. Unlike placebo-controlled designs, so-called positive controls (Temple, 1989), active control equivalence trials (Makuch and Johanson, 1989) or non-inferiority trials (Pigeot et al., 2003) permit direct comparisons of treatment efficacy.

Limitations of this study are consistent with the early-phase nature of the trial. Each intervention was one approach delivered by one practitioner. The protocols were, however, designed to provide similarities for nonspecific factors by having 24 hours of total in-treatment time and ≥15 min/d of prescribed home care (ear seeds for acupuncture and homework for CBT). Although both interventions provided large effects on all outcomes compared with a wait-list condition, it is possible that these effects were all or partly due to nonspecific therapist factors. A future larger study with multiple therapists and a placebo control group may help discriminate specific from nonspecific effects. Due to constraints of a pilot study, monitoring of therapist adherence to treatment protocols was not conducted nor were outcomes assessed with clinician-rated interviews. However, both treat-
ments were delivered with a structured protocol and treatment manual. A larger study with multiple clinicians and treatment monitoring will be needed to determine if there are operator-dependent effects.

The participants in this study were relatively highly educated treatment-seekers who responded to advertisements for a nonmedication study, so they may have been psychologically primed and motivated for improvement using either therapy. These population characteristics likely limit the generalizability of these findings, such that less motivated PTSD sufferers may not fare as well. However, population characteristics alone would not explain the essential equivalence of acupuncture to group CBT and the superiority of both active treatments to a wait-list condition.

The research coordinator collected, entered, and helped analyze the data. Although he was aware of participant group allocation at the time he collected data, he did not assist participants in completing the self-rated assessments. It is possible, yet we think quite unlikely, that he could have systematically influenced participant reports.

We obtained a commitment from participants to not engage in or alter other stable concurrent treatment unless it was allowable by study protocol. We verbally assessed adherence to this commitment throughout the study. However, we did not otherwise objectively monitor concurrent treatment, so specific conclusions about possible concurrent treatment effects cannot be drawn. This will be important to assess in a larger RCT.

Another possible limitation is that the specific group CBT used in this study has not been evaluated in previous research, which, coupled with the fact that a single therapist for each intervention was used, limits interpretation of the relative efficacy of acupuncture to CBT as a whole. We do not know how the group CBT in this study would compare with other group or individual CBT interventions. Similarly, there are no data comparing this group CBT to other proven therapies for PTSD, such as pharmacotherapy, imagery rehearsal therapy alone, stress inoculation training, or eye movement desensitization and reprocessing. If any of these interventions were to be found superior to the group CBT used in this study, then the relative efficacy of acupuncture may be found to be less than current standard treatment. Although our CBT approach was novel in its sequencing of elements, it used evidence-based modalities including classical cognitive restructuring, imagery rehearsal, and significant exposure and desensitization to traumatic content.

Furthermore, the treatment effect size for the group CBT in this study in an intent-to-treat model was within or just above the range of 1.0 to 1.6 reported in most other studies of individual CBT treatment of PTSD (Van Etten and Taylor, 1998). This provides support for the present group CBT model as an adequate standard treatment control and lends further support for the efficacy of group CBT for PTSD. A recent report showed that individual cognitive therapy provided very large effects (d = 2.7–2.8) for PTSD. However, people who could not attribute their current PTSD to discrete traumatic events in adulthood and those with borderline personality disorder were excluded (Ehlers et al., 2005). Half of their participants had experienced earlier traumatic events. In our study, 83% of the participants were traumatized before age 18, one-third had experienced recurrent childhood abuse, making the “traumatic source” of their PTSD uncer-
taining, and we did not assess for or exclude borderline personality disorder. Differences in participant characteristics may help explain differences in therapeutic effects.

In spite of the limitations to this pilot study, the data provide initial evidence that an acupuncture treatment approach may be effective and acceptable for treating PTSD. This interpretation needs to be viewed with caution optimism, and acupuncture should not be recommended as a treatment of PTSD unless further corroborative and more definitive data become available. This is the first acupuncture protocol that we know of that has been empirically developed and studied for the treatment of PTSD. This study was not designed to evaluate possible mechanisms of action of acupuncture, changes in physiology with treatment, or to compare different acupuncture treatment styles or points for treating PTSD. Treatment effects may be largely due to nonspecific effects of this style of acupuncture that was provided by one practitioner. There is a debate about what comprises optimal acupuncture treatment in general, and whether traditional points in the context of TCM practice are the optimal administration. For example, electro-acupuncture may be more effective than manual acupuncture for treating pain syndromes (Tsui and Leung, 2002; Ulett et al., 1998; Yang et al., 1994). Conducting polymer pads may be as effective as electro-acupuncture for releasing brain neuropeptides (Wang et al., 1992). These results at least suggest that acupuncture may potentially be a new approach for treating PTSD, and provides the basis for a multisite replication trial with additional control groups, multiple therapists, treatment validation procedures, and blinded outcome assessment.
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